
Christ The Antidote Regarding Death

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 110.

The Many Incarnations Of Man!

There are many things hidden in the word that many do not comment on mainly for two main reasons.
One is that they do not understand them & the other is that to comment on them or to explore into them
would be going against accepted traditional understandings so consequently for safety sake they prefer
to remain unaware of the wonderful gems that are available for the hungry & the latter day minded.

In our last  post we promised to follow up on the following statement  ''some have deliberately
returned from the realm yonder... & are with us right now even today, returned to a body of flesh...
& are well aware of it!''  No doubt some are wondering could there possibly be scriptural supports for
such a statement?  Yes there are but they are hidden in a most unlikely way.  I warn you this is not a
subject for those who are closed minded but for those who are hungering after the deeper things of the
spirit, namely the Most Holy Place or Tabernacle plan of 1Pet 1:5b.  ''The salvation to be unveiled in the
latter days''.

In the 9th chapter of John we find a most remarkable statement by the disciples.  ''Rabbi who sinned,
this man or his parents, that he should be born blind?''  Jn 9:2. Amp.

''As he passed along he saw a man who had been blind from his birth;  and his disciples asked him,
"Rabbi, for whose sin — for his own or for his parents' — was he born blind?"   John 9:1-2.  Moffatt
NT. 
      With what we are declaring here we need to have our Most Holy Place thinking caps on, even though
Jesus had in this case said ''It was not this man or his parents that sinned'' these above few words are
actually telling us the thinking or eastern-oriental 'outlook or belief'  that they possessed at that time &
that is that some who have lived before can actually receive that which is earned for events in past lives,
that is if  there is no intervention by God Himself, which thankfully in this case there was!   We are
concerned here  with  the  immediate  reactive  comment from the  disciples,  whose  spokesman in  my
opinion was more than probably Peter; The strange comment was made ''who sinned, this man or his
parents''.  We ask the question why on earth would such a seemingly out of context comment be made?
The answer is hidden in the Eastern thinking & Oriental understanding which is far, far removed from
our  now opposed in  many spheres  'Western  contaminated' perception.   Many times  when God is
moving us on He must give us the new to disintegrate the old.

 Another writer puts is this way, ''And as they walked along the way they saw a man who could not
see; he had been blind from birth.  And Peter said , Lord, if disease and imperfections all are caused by
sin, who was the sinner in this case? the parents or the man himself?  And Jesus said, Afflictions all are
partial payments on a debt, or debts, that have been made.  There is a law of recompense that never fails,
and it is summarised in that true rule of life.''  
     So let us return to our first thought of why the most unusual statement was made by the disciples?
There is no other time relating to - their Eastern perception - that the parents or the blind man could have
- erred - but in a past life - for our forgiving God is not so fickle to be mindful of, or the punishment of
errors before they are made - & this the 'erring in a past life', was the Eastern understanding of the
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disciples.  Keep in mind that  before the resurrection our actions could draw to ourselves a possible
recompense.  In short once again the Word is affirming that Peter & the disciples immediately thought of
karma which in our present day jargon is  ''what you sow you reap''.  Of course many may not agree
with seeing or  understanding the above which  in  our  opinion co-joins  & enhances  the true  spiritual
inspirational interpretation of the following verses, you may or may not agree, this of course is up to
you, we can only put these things out there for your perusal & I can only rely on the Spirit of God to
reveal them to whoever He may & this can only take place when we are ready.  May God be praised!    

Return ye sons of men to the earth!

To further our theme of the ''many incarnations of man''.  We read the following.
     

''Turn not man back to his low place,  whereas  thou saidst, Return, ye sons of men'' Psa 90:3.
Brenton English Septuagint.    Whereas you said  ''Return you sons of men'' To WHERE?''.  To this
earth & not the usual in part reasoning to the dust, this needs to be seen in the latter day interpretation.
    ''You turn man back to dust and corruption, and say, RETURN, O sons of the earth-born [to the
earth]!'' Psa 90:3.  Amplified.  

''Turn not  man back  to  his  low place,  whereas  thou saidst,  Return,  ye  sons of  men?''  Ps 90:3.
Brenton.  

''You can turn a mortal  back to  crushed dust  And say, Return,  O sons of  humanity".  Ps 90:3.
Concordant.

I am well aware that if we have read this verse in the old holy place or outer court perception, we
can because of past settled traditional opinions on this verse easily miss wonderful progressive, & what
to some has  before  this  time been to  them hidden truth!   Keep well  in  mind the  below the  surface
allegorical interpretation of scripture would most times oppose the in-part 30 & 60 fold way of thinking.
Also notice that the learned writers of the Amplified have  ignored tradition  & state revelation!  To
iterate  the  main  point  that  we are  making  is  that  as  far  as  the DISCIPLES  were  concerned  in  their
immediate Eastern thinking, the parents of the blind man, the blind man, or both had made mistakes in
previous lives. "Rabbi, for whose sin — for his own or for his parents'' or ''who sinned this man or his
parents''.  Once again the only logical answer is that in the 'disciples thinking' the mistake would have
had to have taken place in an earlier experience on this very earth!  In ending this thought we could
easily find many IN-PART scriptural reasons to undo or refuse that which is different.  I would also add
God help us if we are not of a 'spiritual progressive disposition' & that we would rather stick to the
religious traditional & in our strong opinion, to date 'deceptions' & not move on & would rather look
for & find reasons to deny rather than find reasons for acceptance & renewal!  I truly believe that in the
above is ''further hidden – perhaps more than we realise - proof of our returning more than once to
this earthly realm!''  Praises to our Great God for His wonderful inspirations!  To further our theme on
''The many incarnations of man''.  We read below.
     

''For all the prophets and the law prophesied until John.  And if you wish, accept it, that he is Elijah
who was to come.  He who has ears to hear, let him hear.  But to whom shall I liken this generation? It
is like boys who sit in the street and call to their friends.  And say, We have sung to you, but you would
not dance; and we have wailed to you but you did not mourn.''  Mat 11:13-17.  Lamsa NT.  

What Matthew was more than inferring here is if your religiosity will allow you to accept it John the
Baptist was Elijah returned.  Now immediately we think that what John the Baptist had to say concerning
this  in  Jn1:21  would  seemingly  make  it  a  contradiction  of  scripture  but  remember  that  John  when
imprisoned had great doubts concerning even the validity of Jesus.  What we are suggesting that at times
in our humanity we have weaknesses & in certain areas & in our humanity we do not know it all.  But we
are concerned with what is the truth for us in this day & hour.  Let us read below from the Amplified.
    ''For all the Prophets and the Law prophesied up until John.  And if you are willing to receive and
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accept it, John himself is Elijah who was to come [before the kingdom] He who has ears to hear, let him
be listening and let him consider and perceive and comprehend by hearing.  But to what shall I  liken
this generation? It is like little children sitting in the marketplaces who call to their playmates,  We piped
to you and you did not dance; we wailed dirges [playing funeral], and you did not mourn and beat your
breasts and weep aloud.''  Mat 11:13-17.  Amplified.  Mal 4:5.

Are we willing today to  receive & accept that  ''John himself is Elijah who was to come''  ARE
WE?  If as we are told that ''God is no respect-er of persons'' & the above tells us that ''John himself is
Elijah'' & this incarnation of Elijah is true with him alone & not others including ourselves; I ask the
question would this not make our Deity a respect-er of persons?  Of course it would!  There is no doubt
about it, this is not the first time that you or I have graced this planet earth encased in a flesh body!

''It takes a lot of courage to release the familiar and seemingly secure, to embrace the new.  But
there is no real security in what is no longer meaningful.  There is more security in the adventurous
and exciting, for in movement there is life, and in change there is power''  Alan Cohen.

Today we along with many others are questioning many of the accepted interpretations of the older
30 & 60 fold long adhered to understandings.  For some it would mean a fear of leaving the old, but I
assure you that there is great comfort in releasing that which tradition has bound you & I for so long, &
taking the adventurous further step into the experience of your eternal internal self which is only within!

Once again we would cite from the very informative George Hawtin  Quote:- ''Let us not try to revive
the age of grace with its flickering lights, Its spiritual gifts, & all its imperfections, but let us follow the
increasing light into the perfect day where everything in part is done away.  If you want to stay there, my
brother, by all means stay, but don't ask me to stay with you, for the Holy Spirit is urging me within to
stand with  'His feet  on  Mount Zion' and proclaim the glorious kingdom of eternal peace.  Farewell to
things that are  in part.  Farewell to seeing through a glass darkly and  good morning  to that which is
perfect; good morning to that which is complete; good morning to seeing  face to face.'' Unquote.

Pentecost A Destination Or A Stepping Stone?
      
At this point I would like us to realise that Pentecost was never meant to be a destination & in the true
sense  of  the  word  it  never  was.   True  Pentecost  is  an experience, it  was  never  meant  to  be  a
denomination, or our  spiritual destination, no matter how men view it, from the Spirits point of view it
will always be 'an experience' & not a movement or an organisation.   It is a Second Realm experience
that happens  within a person.  The further Tabernacle or  Third Realm experience is also likewise, &
neither experiences were ever meant to be denominations or movements as such; unfortunately man has
labelled & typed them & some use this to appease their conscience when opposing the truth - that is in
either experience - but as far as God is concerned they are both experiences that happen within a person,
within their before creation Identity.  The three realms are meant to enhance each other & each time one
graduates from one realm to the next, it is meant to be an addition to our experience & not a sword to
be used maliciously to cut up our brother & sister, with the attitude of ''I am right & you are wrong''.
Of course many have felt threatened because of a lack of understanding.  At times we have all been
blinded by the tradition that in the past held us firm for a while but eventually because of our hunger for
further truth our great Divinity within opens our eyes & sets us free.  Many even today are sadly held
back because of misunderstandings.  They are held fast as they still tenaciously hold onto that which they
do not yet fully understand.  So this is one of the meanings of the words of Jesus when He mentions that
He brought both ''division & a sword''.  May I add in this case it is not a sword that ''we are to wield''
maliciously  but the  sword of the Word which will do its own work!  Incidentally I would like to
reiterate that Jesus did not anywhere intimate that the Kingdom of God was any place other than 'entos'
GK = within you.  The Kingdom of God could be referred to as,'our now & eventual future Christ-
being' which involves  'transmutation', as our forerunner Jesus was changed into a higher form, which
may we say that others have also done, John the Rev-elater being only ONE of MANY!  
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The Hidden Is Now Being Disclosed As To
The Outcome Of John The Rev-elater!

What we are about to share has of course been revealed to other hungry seekers in the past & present.
The first thing we need to know is that there is no  reliable positive death date on John anywhere in
history, Biblical or otherwise.  Of all the five different dates registered concerning John's death there is
not one that can be proven.  Apparently he is the only one of the original disciples that this applies to.
There is no proof whatsoever of his burial.  If we read only the words of Jesus & not what is said by
others in the verses below we find a most interesting truth.  Let us peruse the following verses & see what
has been left seemingly hidden for us to dig into.

''Peter, turning about, seeth the disciple whom Jesus loved following; who also leaned back on his
breast at the supper, and said, Lord, who is he that betrayeth thee?  Peter therefore seeing him saith to
Jesus, Lord, and what shall this man do?  Jesus saith unto him, If I will that he tarry till I come, what is
that to thee? Follow thou me.  This saying therefore went forth among the brethren, that that disciple
should not die: yet Jesus said not unto him, that he should not die; but, If I will that he tarry till I come,
what is that to thee?''  John 21: 20-23. American Standard.  

The most important thing to consider here are the words of Jesus Himself, -  our personal strong
opinion is that we feel that Jesus was hiding the future of John from the others -  ''Jesus saith unto him,
If I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee?''  in these words is a revelation regarding John the
Rev-elater for it ties in perfectly with there being no record of his death plus his wonderful privilege &
honour of his experience in writing the very last & very important book of our Bible!  Namely the book of
the Revelation of Jesus Christ & the wonderful hidden analogies concerning our experience today of our
wonderful never ending future.  This is great encouragement to ourselves when we realise what is ahead
in the wind up for the future that is prepared for each & every one of us!  Especially those that are being
groomed for a most very important role of the corporate man-child namely those who are caught up to
God and His throne for the specific task of eventually leading the rest of mankind into the very high
experience & revelation of the Deity that is within EVERY MAN!  Rev12:5. 

  
In daring to make more than an assumption we must consider that at the time we are referring to, the

veil had already  been rent as it was a sure pronouncement by our Great Forerunner  ''it is finished''.
Incidentally the words of Jesus were not 'PARTLY FINISHED', so in the light of this I ask the question;
Who could have been more qualified than John to have fulfilled the role that we are now presenting?  A
big point that we need to consider is that John was on the right side of the cross.  I repeat all that is being
opened & revealed to us today has been finished since Jesus Christ was given to sit on the right hand of
power in the full presence of God.  And remember - if you can receive it - because it is  now finished
each & everyone of us are now in the same place of the Christ, yes we are now Christ's or Christ-beings
in our within identity.  If we are walking & following in The Most Holy Place experience we should not
find it hard to believe that this THRONE is not a literal one but a spiritual analogy.  The things of the
Spirit are not words but a realising of that deep Spirit of both God & the spiritual eternal true identity that
is ONLY WITHIN.  All of the experiences of God were never to be related to  organisation but have
always  meant  to  be  understood as  an  ORGANISM.   Sure many  in  part believers  have been given
wonderful visions, how else can God impart to man whilst he is still in this  illusory flesh realm, the
things of God without an analogy?   To encourage you further are we not told that some are not going via
the grave but will be caught up to God & His THRONE?  

''And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all nations with an iron rod. And her son was
taken up to God and to his throne''.  Rev12:5. Douay Rheims Bible. 1899.

''And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron: and her child
was caught up unto God, and to his throne''. Rev12:5. KJV.  
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The Amplified would tell us that this corporate man-child would ''shepherd all nations with an iron
sceptre''.  The Amplified seems to soften 'the ruling with a rod of iron'  with ''shepherding all nations
with an iron sceptre'' either way the corporate man-child will be firm, fair, & yet kind!

As with John the rev-elater there was a  Transmutation, & as he changed into a higher form just as
Jesus did & so will the man-child, which will no doubt include many who are right now reading these
words.  Both men & women in this higher form will be master of all things both seen & unseen & will
be as our elder brother;Yes even our emulating the Christ.  This applies not only to our elder brother Jesus
but also to John the rev-elater, keeping in mind that also the man-child will have the power to take any
form.  Am I flying too high?  No I am not, it is true & it is all in the printed & allegorical Word which is
also the Word that is within you, which is what really counts.  Do you believe it, can you believe it ?  YES
YOU CAN & IT WILL BE SO!!

One with much grasp on these things has written.  ''Behold, for human flesh can be transmuted into
higher form, and then higher form is master of things manifest, and can, at will, take any form.''  

This I implicitly believe & embrace wholeheartedly.  Jesus  first demonstrated taking another form
when  He appeared as  the  gardener  to  Mary,  then  to  Cleophus  &  friend  who  was  most  probably
Zachaeus. Jn 20:15.

According to the ''Questions on Bible Timeline Product'' regarding the subject of John the Apostle;
''No death date given by early writers.  Death is by conjecture only and is variously assigned as being
between 89 AD to 120 AD.''  

Most  of  what  we  have  written  so  far  is  in  regard  to  showing  that  in  the  Most  Holy  Place
understanding we have found hidden below the surface allegorical references that pertain to the ''many
incarnations of man''.  It is most interesting to realise that there are many groups of people in various
ways of thinking other than our Westernised religious Christendom who have been convinced of much of
what we are sharing for centuries.  Paul brings this out clearly & strongly in the 17 Chapter of the book of
Acts.

''Besides, He makes  out of one every nation of mankind, to be dwelling on all the surface of the
earth, specifying the setting of the seasons and the bounds of their dwelling, for them to be seeking God,
if, consequently, they may surely grope for Him and may be finding Him, though to be sure, not far from
each one of us is He inherent, for in Him we are living and moving and are, as some poets of yours also
have declared, 'For of that race also are we.' The race, then, is inherently of God; we ought not to be
inferring  that  the  Divine  is  like  gold,  or  silver,  or  stone,  a  sculpture  of  art  and  human sentiment."
Acts17:26-29.  Concordant Literal.  

''as some poets – scribes or writers - of yours also have declared, For of that race also are we.' The
race, then, is inherently of God''.  The race of man includes many people, for all men proceeded from the
same source & are of one blood.

Inherent.  According to the Oxford Dictionary. ''They are the qualities that are invested & abide in a
person''.

''And He made from one [common origin, one source, one blood] all nations of men to settle on the
face of the earth, having definitely determined [their] allotted periods of time and the fixed boundaries of
their habitation (their settlements, lands, and abodes),  So that they should seek God, in the hope that
they might feel after Him and find Him, although He is not far from each one of us.  For in Him we live
and move and have our being; as even  some of your [own] poets have said, For we are also His
offspring.   Since then we are God's offspring, we ought not to suppose that Deity (the Godhead) is like
gold or silver or stone, [of the nature of] a representation by human art and imagination, or anything
constructed or invented''.  Acts 17:26-29. Amplified.  

''not  far  from each one of  us''   Have we not  been informed that  ''He sticks  CLOSER than a
brother''  The true meaning of the word closer is that He is within every man woman & child that was
ever born; Within & ready to be revealed the moment you will acknowledge Him.  I hear someone say
this is not what I have been taught.  I would reply, don't expect it to be!  Why? ''for I am doing a new
thing''  if our Deity ever stops progressing in our experience in doing something new, that is when I
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personally will start to wonder.  We are on an ongoing path which is endlessly changing & exciting.
What Paul is saying above is that some of your own poets or scribes from way back have said exactly

the same thing & have verified the fact that  ''we are also His offspring'' & have believed for centuries
that we all come from the same Adam in the beginning.  Many of these have reached & become what
many have termed Mystics & are experiencing the third dimensional consciousness & have reached that
to which we are referring to & aiming for, even that which we are being led into this very hour, yes
that which we have been emphasising in this & our last issue. 

 Furthermore the deeper truth is that you or I never had a beginning, for if we had a beginning we
also must have an ending.  Keep well in mind you & I existed in  eternity before time ever began, our
beginning was in that which is ETERNAL that is why each & every one of us are so loved of the God-
head, Father masculine, Holy Spirit  Mother &  feminine, then  Son, who is our  true inner corporate
identity.  Are we beginning yet to perceive why this loving Deity is not about to put any of his replicas
into an eternal fire to burn everlastingly.  Or that He will allow any being or devil who is so great that he
is going to take at least 90% of all men with him!  Listen carefully ''His love endures forever''.   So as the
17th Chapter of Acts verses above would verify we ALL MEN from ages past are inherent or Deities who
are Joint heirs WITH HIM.

In citing from one who wrote some time ago who I believe had much spiritual insight.  ''The devil is
the greatest power in our land, and though a myth, he dandles on his knee both young and old.'' I would
also add, the so called devil is a religious myth. 

''It takes a lot of courage to release the familiar and seemingly secure, to embrace the new.  But
there is no real security in what is no longer meaningful.  There is more security in the adventurous
and exciting, for in movement there is life, and in change there is power''  Alan Cohen.

The Secret Place!

''He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High Shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.''  Psa
91:1. NKJV.  For centuries this verse has no doubt been of great comfort to many children of our Great
Deity, yes first to the people belonging to the 12 tribes of Israel & then since the resurrection, to those in
the 30 & 60 fold.  It is a beautiful comforting verse meant for all believers in whatever realm they may be.
Now we apply it to the SECRET PLACE of the Most Holy Place generation.  Let us have open ears to
hear & let us be of those who are of a positive disposition when the scripture would ask ''can you receive
it?'' 

Our true spiritual SECRET Most Holy Place consciousness is the total opposite of all that we have
learned in our past experience & existence.  It is actually the reverse of what our five sense existence has
taught us, i.e. what we feel, touch or handle.  We are battling generations of world belief that our organs
alone can control or determine the issues of our life.  We need to realise that the invisible consciousness
that we proceeded from is actually our original spiritual within eternal being, in the first place it is the
consciousness that sustains, that which comes from within itself.  In our evolving from our material sense
to spiritual consciousness we are aware of our spirit, soul, or God consciousness; What we call it is not
important,  the  important  thing here  is  that  we are aware of  the fact  that  this  invisible  awareness  or
substance is within each & every one of us; yes we are GOD'S, within ourselves & out of this awareness
the good things of life are formed.  ''Faith is the substance of things hoped for''  or we could say that
consciousness is the substance of things hoped for, or our true SECRET Tabernacle or Most Holy Place
consciousness is the substance, for out of it come the eternal issues of life!

''He said to them, To you it  has been given to [come progressively to] know (to recognise and
understand more strongly and clearly) the mysteries and secrets of the kingdom of God, but for others
they  are  in  parables,  so  that,  [though]  looking,  they  may  not  see;  and  hearing,  they  may  not
comprehend.''  Lk 8:10.  Amplified.

We are the Word made flesh.  We are God beings, We are God appearing, God manifesting, this is in
actual fact the true inner glory of our true eternal identity!   I personally like the wonderful thought that
we have the exact same DNA as our Great Eternal Deity!
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What lies behind us and
What lies before us.

Are tiny matters compared to
What lies Within us.

                                                                                                                          Emerson.
The Right Order! 

When we so often refer to the man-child, we need to realise that it was never intended that any of us were
were meant to live off the consciousness of that one dedicated group for long, as we have mentioned they
will get the ball rolling as it were when they are ''first caught up to the throne'' Rev 12:5. Then the rest
will be in their own order or in their own time or ''Each in his own rank and turn'' 1Cor 15: 23a. Amp.

''For seeing that death came through man, through man comes also the resurrection of the dead.  For
just as through Adam all die, so also through Christ ALL will be made alive again.  But this will happen
to each in the right order--Christ having been the first to rise, and afterwards Christ's people rising at
His return.''  1Cor 15:21-23. Weymouth New Testament.   

This last sentence we strongly feel includes the man-child & those that will follow,  ''each in their
right order''.  

''For since [it was] through a man that death [came into the world, it is] also through a Man that
the resurrection of the dead [has come].  For just as [because of their union of nature]  in Adam all
people die, so also [by virtue of their union of nature] shall all in Christ be made alive.  But each in his
own rank and turn: Christ (the Messiah) [is]  the first-fruits, then those who are Christ's [own will be
resurrected] at His coming.''  1Cor 15:21-23. Amplified.    Once again ''each in his own rank and turn''.

The true things of the spirit are foolishness to men, or to the flesh man if you have read our last few
posts & you have not become disinterested or put off by what has been shared then be assured you are
well on the way of experiencing the consciousness that is only within.  If it is not foolishness to you this is
an indication that you receiving.  Do not think that as we tap into this higher realm that we can traverse
this path without trials.  It is the spiritual seed which has been & is drawing you higher & higher.

From  one  aspect  the  awakening  is  an  act  of  God,  an  act  of  Grace  for  which  you  have  no
responsibility.  ''The government is upon his shoulder''.  In reality the only solution is to awake out of
the Adamic dream of unreality, this is actually the answer to all of the unreality of the deceitful human
power of the unreality of duality. 

The Unreality Of Sin!

We have because of the religiosity of man & Christendom been sadly hoodwinked into believing in an
illusion called sin.  I wish today to unmask this lie & repeat the few words ''It is finished'', as we draw
nearer to the great & wonderful spiritual upheaval in the revealing of that which is real or TRUTH, this
will explode into the beings of mankind. 

Marj Stampa who a while ago passed on, was a great friend & a wonderful aid in helping us to gain a
diverse grasp of the Most Holy Place understanding.  One of the last things that Marj shared with us in
one  of  her  writings  was  this  thought.   ''Whilst  any  one  of  us  have  any  taint  of  sin  consciousness
whatsoever not one of us can completely break through the veil''.  

With the little space that we have left we are now attempting to obliterate from your consciousness
the fallacy that religiosity has held so fast to for so long!   The subject is ''The end of sin''.        

''having [freely]  forgiven us ALL of our  transgressions  ,  Having  cancelled and blotted out  and
wiped away the handwriting of the note (bond) with its legal decrees and demands which was in force
and stood against us (hostile to us). This [note with its regulations, decrees, and demands] He set aside
and cleared COMPLETELY out of our way by nailing it to [His] cross.''  Col 2:13b-14. Amp

Please notice that all of our transgressions were cancelled & blotted out, wiped away.  When?   At
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the death burial & resurrection of Christ,  even then.  All the legal decrees & demands which were in
force & stood against us, – who are the us? The world! – not ONLY the transgressions of those who were
alive at that time did He set aside & clear them completely out of the way by nailing them to His
cross, but He Christ died for the sins of the world that is every man woman & child who has ever been
born or is now somewhere in existence.  Let us now take a look at Ephesians. The deeper meaning of this
is that our sins in reality were removed by the Christ well before Calvary. ''Before Abraham was I Am''
This we will share more fully in our next issue.

''But now in Christ Jesus ye that once were far off are made nigh in the blood of Christ.  For he is
our peace, who made both one, and brake down the middle wall of partition, having abolished in the
flesh the enmity, even the law of commandments contained in ordinances; that he might create in himself
of the two one new man, so making peace;  and might reconcile them both in one body - this is to ALL
men - unto God through the cross, having slain the enmity thereby:  and he came and preached peace to
you that were far off, and peace to them that were nigh:  for through him we both have our access in one
Spirit unto the Father.   So then ye are no more strangers and sojourners, but ye are fellow-citizens with
the saints, and of the household of God,''   Eph 2:13-19. ASV.   ''having abolished in the flesh the
ENMITY''.      You are no more strangers but are fellow-citizens with the saints & also the household
or fellowship in the highest!  Who?   Every one of us ''have been made nigh''!

''Even so it is that Christ, having been offered to take upon Himself and bear as a burden the sins of
many once     and once for all, will appear a second time, not to carry any burden of sin nor to deal with
sin, but to bring to full salvation  those who are [eagerly, constantly, and patiently]  waiting for and
expecting Him.''  Heb 9:28. Amp.   ''bear as a burden the sins of many once and once for all'',  The
word many was an old English way of saying the many or the all!    Are we expecting Him?  Not to
carry or to preach any sin consciousness!

We & all of us who are waiting & expecting Him, ''Since we are surrounded by a great cloud of
witnesses'' Heb12:1a, this company is interested in encouraging those who are reading these very words,
for there are those ''who cannot come to perfection apart from us before we can join them''. Heb11:40b.
There are a people who are in existence & alive in another realm right now depending on us.  If you are a
chosen one then ''He is able to perform that which He has promised''.

We with all of our heart would desire that you would lose all taint of sin consciousness in that this
will enable you to break through the overrated veil!

''Seventy weeks are determined for thy people, and for thy holy city, to shut up the transgression, and
to seal up sins, and to cover iniquity, and to bring in righteousness age-during, and to seal up vision
and prophet, and to anoint the holy of holies.   Dan 9:24 Young's.   Seal up all sins & cover all iniquity
& to anoint your personal Most Holy Place within!

For more in depth information regarding this subject please read Part 50. ''The End Of Sin'' at the
below web-site or on KINGDOM RESOURCES, Sigler Ministries.

Considering the many aspects we have covered in this 'The Incarnations Of Man' all aspects would
dovetail to bring to us a further deeper understanding of where we are in our Deity's wonderful mighty
activity in this day.

Ralph Knowles, December 2017.      

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

Trust that this finds you in the high fellowship of God & His blessings.  To those who are open hearted &
are listening, blessings to you.  There is always a higher place in God to be realised within. This is
something that is never ending. 
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